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Welcome to the State of the Land Mid-Year report
 
The Urban Development Institute of Australia (UDIA) State of the Land report has evolved over the 
last decade to become regarded as the most authoritative annual overview of the state of the nation’s 
greenfield land markets. 

The reporting remit of the State of the Land report has been expanded in 2018 to include analysis of 
the multi-unit/apartment market utilising exclusive data from CoreLogic. This compliments the market 
leading and unique greenfield market data provided by Research4.

This publication is the inaugural State of the Land Mid-Year Update, which has been developed to 
provide a high-level health check on the nation’s new home market. Like the more expansive State of 
the Land annual report, this Mid-Year Update harnesses the most up-to-date data accompanied with 
expert commentary from UDIA State Offices. In addition to a national snapshot, this update covers the 
new home markets of Melbourne, Sydney and South East Queensland.

This Mid-Year review is critically important given the inherently dynamic nature of housing markets, which 
are strongly influenced by the constantly evolving policy and regulatory landscapes the development 
industry operates within. 

The new residential housing estates emerging in greenfield land release areas and the apartment 
projects being developed within established areas are where public policy hits the ground. Public policy 
affects issues such as housing affordability, population growth, city structure, economic growth, land 
release, infrastructure and energy use. 

Ultimately the new communities being housed in the new estates and apartment complexes are home to 
a new generation of Australians. For these residents, new residential communities hold their aspirations 
for their families and their hopes for economic security. 

As the recently appointed Executive Director of UDIA National, it is my pleasure to commend this State 
of the Land Mid-Year report to you. 

 

Kirk Conningham

Executive Director, UDIA National 
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RESIDENTIAL LAND SALES SNAPSHOT

APARTMENT SUPPLY SNAPSHOT
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NATIONAL

Net Land Sales (Per Calendar Month)

Median Lot Price

Median Lot Size

Median $ Per SQM

# Projects with Sales

Trading Months (Stock)

Current Quarter  
(Q2-2018)

Current

Annual Change Six Month Change

 Six Month Change

Estimated Apartment Completions, 12 Months to Jun '18

Total Apartment Yield Under Construction, Jun '18

Total Apartment Yields Approved, Jun '18

Median Sale Price of New Units, May '18

Median Asking Rent (Residential), Jun '18

91,780

84,120

202,950

$499,800

3,483

$316,000

414m sq

$762

639

3.1

-27%

11%

-2%

13.5%

-4%

2.3 
(12 months prior)

-20%

1%

-2%

2%

4%

2 
(6 months prior)

5% 

1.3% 

8% 

16.6% 

-16.5% 

$400

 
Source: Research4

 
Source: CoreLogic



MULTI-UNIT/APARTMENT MARKET UPDATE

GREENFIELD MARKET UPDATE
At the half-way mark of 2018 there are clear signs that the once white-hot housing markets across the Eastern 
Seaboard are slowing down. This is underscored by the performance of the residential greenfield land sector, where 
sales across all capital cities recorded declines for Q2-2018, as compared to volumes achieved for both Q2-2017 
(annual) and Q4-2017 (six-monthly). 

Affordability concerns are driving a softening in owner-occupier demand, along with a retreat in investors who are 
experiencing more barriers to bank financing and are less sanguine about price growth in the short to medium 
term. 

The rate of median lot price increase has now levelled off across 2018 following a strong end to 2017. While 
price growth across the last six-months remained strong in the nation’s largest capital city greenfield market of 
Melbourne (+10%), only very modest price growth was seen in SEQ (+2%) and Adelaide (+1%). Sydney (-1%) and 
Perth (-3%) recorded pricing contractions. 

However, despite the on-going challenge of accessing sufficient levels of ‘development ready’ land stocks and 
various market headwinds emerging on the horizon, the long-term outlook for greenfield development remains 
positive. 

Development strategies which include careful management of stock already sold (to minimise settlement risk) 
and judicious management of the volume and range of new products put to market (in response to changes in 
underlying demand) will more likely yield robust market performance over the coming 18 months.    

The national growth profile in apartment production reflects a continuing maturation of our capital city housing 
markets. The on-going residential apartment led densification of near-CBD locations and locations proximate to 
transit hubs and around sub-regional centres is on a trajectory unseen in Australia’s urban history. 

The latest CoreLogic data indicates that an estimated total of 84,120 apartments are currently under construction 
across the major capital cities with 40% of this stock in Sydney, 30% in Melbourne and 10% in Brisbane. 

The national pipeline currently holds a healthy 203,000 further apartments with development approval, however 
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this reflects a 16% decline on the quantum approved six-months ago. The 
broader housing market slow-down looks set to impact the new apartment 
and multi-unit sector in various ways with pricing corrections and project 
deferrals already being reported. 

While the next 12-18 months will likely present a range 
of challenges, confidence across the national apartment 
development sector remains positive, particularly amongst 
participants delivering a range of good quality products, in 
good locations at well-considered local price-points. 



RESIDENTIAL LAND SALES SNAPSHOT

APARTMENT SUPPLY SNAPSHOT
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GREATER MELBOURNE

Net Land Sales (Per Calendar Month)

Median Lot Price

Median Lot Size

Median $ Per SQM

# Projects with Sales

Trading Months (Stock)

1,423

$336,000

400m sq

Estimated Apartment Completions (Cal. Year), Jun '18

Total Apartment Yield Under Construction, Jun '18

Total Apartment Yields Approved, Jun '18

Median Sale Price of New Units, May '18

Vacancy Rate (Residential), Aug '18

Median Asking Rent (Residential), Aug '18

27,270

25,220 

$840

116 121 
(12 Months Prior)

112 
(6 Months Prior)

4.0% 
(6 Months Prior)

1.1

-34%-15%

22%10%

-2%3%

13.5%0%

2.4 
(12 Months Prior)

0.6 
(6 Months Prior)

$540,000

75,880

4.0%

$410

 
Source: Research4

 
Source: CoreLogic

Current Quarter  
(Q2-2018) Annual Change Six Month Change

Current  Six Month Change

1.9% 

5% 

18.9% 

-0.2% 

2.5% 



MULTI-UNIT/APARTMENT MARKET UPDATE

GREENFIELD MARKET UPDATE
Melbourne’s greenfield market has seen several consecutive quarters of negative sales growth – not from 
lack of demand, but because of lagging title timeframes and low levels of trading stock available for sale. 
This is the result of significant issues around converting sold stock into titled stock, which is manifesting as 
increased land prices and long settlement time lines.

UDIA Victoria is working closely with the State Government to drive efficiencies that enable more active 
estates to bring stock to market, which will place downwards pressure on prices. However, we expect 
current market conditions to continue throughout 2018, deterring interstate migrants in particular who will 
turn to other markets such as in Brisbane where land is much more affordable. The pressure is therefore 
on our local and state governments to fast-track planning system reform, so that industry can deliver more 
housing at a pace that satisfies market demand and puts downwards pressure on prices.  

Rapid population growth is seeing Melbourne experience a relatively fast transition into being a truly global 
city where a higher proportion of the population embraces higher-density apartment living and long-term 
renting. For some time now, the most in-demand typology continues to be 2-bedroom apartments however, 
as the owner-occupier market increases and the investor market cools, we are seeing increased demand 
for 3-bedroom apartments. The growing appetite for 3-bed apartments indicates that a broadening range 
of people; including families and down-sizers; are warming to the idea of density and apartment living in 
general. 

It should be noted however, that a growing owner-occupied market does not negate the need to cater for 
renters. Industry must therefore continue delivering dwelling types that are suitable for young professionals, 
students and single people who are looking to rent a smaller apartment. Industry’s ability to do this is very 
much reliant on a broader policy setting that encourages investment in new housing supply and rental stock 
across Melbourne’s apartment market. 



With the 2018 Victorian Election in November, the state’s political climate is largely 
being driven by vote-winning strategies as the major parties find new ways to address 
the hot-button issues affecting Victorians: crime, congestion and the cost of living. 
While this has resulted in several positive reform announcements, which includes 
funding towards modernisation of the planning system to streamline the delivery 
of new housing, we continue to deal with policies that have not kept pace with the 
realities of population growth and the need to encourage investment activity across 
the state.

Industry is keeping a close eye on prices which have recently moderated slightly 
across some sub-markets, indicating that prices have finally reached a point where 
Victorians simply cannot afford to keep up with rising house prices, and therefore 
being forced to look at long-term renting and other forms of wealth creation. 

Declining investor activity is also shaping up to be a key issue for Victoria, especially 
as the number of renters is increasing, making it clear we need more residential 
property investors to provide a greater portion of rental stock now and into the future. 

GREATER MELBOURNE

STATE POLICY ENVIRONMENT
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“The Victorian residential market continues to enjoy high levels of activity but with 
concerns emerging as to the impact of credit tightening and the availability of 
finance and home loans for purchasers.

 “Deliberate cooling measures of the investor market have reduced purchaser 
activity in the apartment sector, reducing new apartment supply at a time of 
tightening vacancy rates. Meanwhile the greenfield land market continues to 
be constrained by delays to planning and council approvals and subsequent 
production inefficiencies, however these issues are gradually being addressed.

 “Population growth underpins the Victorian economy, so it’s not viable to curb 
growth as a solution. We must therefore focus on reform that enables the delivery 
of homes, infrastructure and services as we are growing, and at a cost our 
communities can afford.”

 Ashley Williams – Managing Director, Evolve Development

Image: Jaques Richmond by Riverlee Group – Winner of the 
2017 UDIA Victoria Urban Renewal Award



RESIDENTIAL LAND SALES SNAPSHOT

APARTMENT SUPPLY SNAPSHOT

Image: Willowdale by Stockland 
– Winner of the 2018 UDIA 

Excellence in Masterplanned 
Communities

GREATER SYDNEY

Net Land Sales (Per Calendar Month)

Median Lot Price

Median Lot Size

Median $ Per SQM

# Projects with Sales

Trading Months (Stock)

33,280

37,400  

413

$485,000

387m sq

$1252

83

3.1

-45%

5%

2%

-1%

86  
(12 Months Prior)

1.5 
(12 Months Prior)

-80%

-1%

-2%

76  
(6 Months Prior)

1.1 
(6 Months Prior)

$680,000

61,140

4.3%

$530

 
Source: Research4

 
Source: CoreLogic

Current Quarter  
(Q2-2018) Annual Change Six Month Change

5.7%

Total Apartment Yield Under Construction, Jun '18

Total Apartment Yields Approved, Jun '18

Median Sale Price of New Units, May '18

Vacancy Rate (Residential), Aug '18

Median Asking Rent (Residential), Aug '18

Current  Six Month Change

-3.7% 

1.9% 

17% 

38.6% 

-46.0% 

Estimated Apartment Completions (Cal. Year), Jun '18

3.8% 
(6 Months Prior)



MULTI-UNIT/APARTMENT MARKET UPDATE

GREENFIELD MARKET UPDATE
Sydney’s greenfield market recorded a dramatic decline in sales activity over the last six months, with net 
land sales down 80% for Q2-2018 as compared to Q4-2017. The major contributor to the aggregate slow-
down in sales was the West Corridor (Penrith LGA) where land sales fell by 70% compared to a year ago. The 
Liverpool corridor also posted a significant drop when compared to Q2-2017. 

The slow-down reflects an industry sentiment shift over the Christmas/new year break with developers or 
builders (probably both) cutting back on production due to concerns around the robustness of underlying 
demand. 

The large declines in sales volumes may also be foreshadowing a reassessment of price. The  -1% six month 
change in median lot price recoded in Q2-2018 is likely to be followed by further lot pricing adjustment 
driven by negative sentiment washing over the broader housing market and concerns over (percieved) 
inflated pricing. 

Even with a reduced production rate, sales are still well below long term underlying demand levels. Assuming 
a correction in price (possibly up to 5% to bring into line with the broader housing market) and a lift in 
confidence by the building sector, sales are expected to lift back up towards the 700 lots per month over 
the coming period. 

The booming apartment sector across metropolitan Sydney is showing clear signs of having ‘topped-out’. 
The most dramatic change is witnessed in the quantum of apartment approvals, which is down 46% from 
Q4-2017. Vacancy rates have increased to 4.3% (up from 3.8% in December 2017) and median pricing has 
contracted 3% over the last six-month period. 

Notwithstanding the relatively modest recent price correction, Sydney continues to hold the most expensive 
apartment stock in the country, by some margin, with the median sale price of new units currently sitting at 
$680k. This is 36% higher than the national average. 

The slow-down in approvals will take circa two years to flow through to a material reduction in completions. 
The significant decrease in apartments in the mid-term construction pipeline relates to a variety of factors 
including a marked retreat of offshore purchasers, tightening of macroprudential lending practices by APRA, 
and a general weakening of industry sentiment.



GREATER SYDNEY

STATE POLICY ENVIRONMENT

It has been a challenging year for the industry in NSW. With a state election due in 
March 2019 and increasing community concern about supposed ‘over-development’. 
This has led to many initiatives being deferred such as the “low rise medium density 
code”.

Taxes and Charges in NSW make up 25% of the cost of a new home, and over half the 
development cost excluding land. The announced uncapping of section 7.11 has the 
potential to increase taxes and charges by over $50,000 per dwelling. 

Additionally, the uncertainty over the new SIC rates and the status of inclusionary 
zoning policies such as SEPP 70 is causing angst in the industry, which is reflected by 
declining approvals. 

In more welcome news, the finalisation of the Greater Sydney Region Plan and the 
requirement for local strategic planning statements, may create a unified vision for 
Sydney. There is also exciting opportunities as the Badgerys Creek Aerotropolis is 
developed. 

UDIA NSW has launched its state election campaign Housing the Next Generation 
that seeks to raise awareness about the need to house the next generation and the 
impact of taxes and charges on the industry and homebuyers.

Image: Brighton Lakes by 
Mirvac – Winner of the 2018 

UDIA  Excellence in Greenfield 
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“While FY18 started with good increases in supply and a healthy demand 
for stock and price growth reflected this, the latter part of the year has 
brought a marked change in market sentiment. Demand has fallen and price 
appreciation has ceased. That said, the cooling of the market and retreat 
of investors has opened the door for more first home buyers to enter the 
market. The increase in supply as a result of current conditions is a welcome 
change on the back of years of historic undersupply. However, this increase 
in supply has not been able to absorb the latent demand generated by this 
deep rooted shortage, which remains to be corrected. Furthermore, it is only 
cyclical and temporary. 

The inefficiencies and slowness of the NSW planning process, plus the 
likelihood of increased State and Local Government taxes and levies will 
act as headwinds that combine to  hinder the timely release of attractively 
priced land by the industry in the future and, in turn, hinder the industry’s 
ability to swiftly turn on supply as demand returns to normal over time.”

Stephen McMahon – General Manager, Macarthur Developments

Image: Harbourfont Balmain by TOGA – Winner of the 2018 UDIA 
Excellence in Medium-Density Development - Above 100 Dwellings



RESIDENTIAL LAND SALES SNAPSHOT

APARTMENT SUPPLY SNAPSHOT

Image: Unison  
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SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND

Net Land Sales (Per Calendar Month)

Median Lot Price

Median Lot Size

Median $ Per SQM

# Projects with Sales

Trading Months (Stock)

898

$266,000

424m sq

13,050 

8,320 

$627

182

3.4

-18%-12%

0%2%

-6%-3%

5.7%4%

165  
(12 Months Prior)

163  
(6 Months Prior)

3.0 
(12 Months Prior)

3.3 
(6 Months Prior)

$415,000

24,530 

5.2% 5.6%

$380

 
Source: Research4

 
Source: CoreLogic

Current Quarter  
(Q2-2018) Annual Change Six Month Change

(GREATER BRISBANE)

Total Apartment Yield Under Construction, Jun '18

Total Apartment Yields Approved, Jun '18

Median Sale Price of New Units, May '18

Vacancy Rate (Residential), Aug '18

Median Asking Rent (Residential), Aug '18

Current  Six Month Change

-4.3% 

10% 

-35.2% 

1.5% 

Estimated Apartment Completions (Cal. Year), Jun '18

0% 



MULTI-UNIT/APARTMENT MARKET UPDATE

GREENFIELD MARKET UPDATE
Lot sales in South East Queensland (SEQ) have declined following four years of high numbers. While lot sales 
dropped late in 2017, they appeared to be steady in the latest quarter.

In the second quarter of 2018 a total of 898 vacant lots were sold, which is consistent with expected demand 
based on population and employment growth. 

Median lot price was steady in the June from the previous quarter and same period last year. Supply 
available had increased with the lower sales rate but decreased in the latest quarter. The lot stock remains 
at a moderate 3.4 months of supply, which does not indicate oversupply and is well prepared to meet 
market needs. Median sold lot size continues to reduce to meet affordability and market demand.

Apartment building approval levels for the Inner Brisbane area have 
returned to their long-term average. Smaller project apartments and 
townhouses are more common over the wider area and are declining in 
number but overall remain at high levels. These projects are contributing 
to a much wider diversity of housing opportunities than in the past to meet 
community needs.
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SOUTH EAST QUEENSLAND

STATE POLICY ENVIRONMENT

A number of policy challenges are confronting the State’s development industry 
at present.  Recent changes included increasing the area of Endangered Regional 
Ecosystems without industry consultation. Matters of Local Environmental Significance 
are also undermining land zoned for housing. Additional environmental controls are 
also likely as new koala conservation mapping is set to be released.

The State Government has reduced the $20,000 First Home Owners Grant for new 
homes to $15,000. The government has also increased land tax charges for holdings 
over $10 million and scaled up additional stamp duty charges on foreign buyers of 
property from 3 to 7 per cent.  Other matters causing industry uncertainty include:

• The banning of developer donations to political parties and related uncertain 
controls

• Prospective project bank account and subcontractor payment security 
requirements on building projects 

• Additional $70 a tonne waste levy in 2019.

On a positive note, as part of the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 
(ShapingSEQ) the government committed to 25 years of realistic land supply in the 
Urban Footprint and a rolling 15 years of land supply zoned and able to be serviced. 
A Growth Monitoring Plan has also been resourced and its first report is expected 
in November 2018 and will include a land supply monitoring report. This work, with 
industry input, can supply a single point of truth for local government planning 
schemes and infrastructure development. The government is also investigating 
underutilised urban footprint land in SEQ to seek out opportunities to achieve more 
housing from this land. Legislative and other responses will be required to address 
the large areas of fragmented land to facilitate its development.

Image: Sanctuary Cove by 
Mulpha



"Lot sales in South East Queensland (SEQ) have declined following four years of high 
numbers. While lot sales dropped late in 2017, they appeared to be steady in the 
latest quarter.

"In the second quarter of 2018 a total of 898 vacant lots were sold, which is 
consistent with expected demand based on population and employment growth. 

"Median lot price was steady in the June from the previous quarter and same period 
last year. Supply available had increased with the lower sales rate but decreased in 
the latest quarter. The lot stock remains at a moderate 3.4 months of supply, which 
does not indicate oversupply and is well prepared to meet market needs. Median 
sold lot size continues to reduce to meet affordability and market demand."

Bruce Harper – General Manager, QLD, AVID Property Group

Image: Jaques Richmond by Riverlee Group – Winner of the 
2017 UDIA Victoria Urban Renewal Award
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collaboration with BKH, Billard Leece and Made Projects– 

Winner of the 2018 UDIA Excellence in Medium-Density 
Development Below 100 Dwellings



THE URBAN DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA  
(UDIA) IS THE PEAK BODY REPRESENTING THE URBAN 

DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY IN AUSTRALIA.

UDIA OFFICES 
AROUND AUSTRALIA

UDIA represents more than 2,100 companies including developers and 
a range of professionals involved in the development industry including 

lawyers, engineers, town planners and contractors.

UDIA NATIONAL 
02 9262 1214 
udia.com.au

UDIA VICTORIA 
03 9832 9600 
udiavic.com.au 

UDIA QUEENSLAND 
07 3229 1589 
udiaqld.com.au

UDIA NEW SOUTH WALES 
02 9262 1214 
udiansw.com.au

UDIA WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
08 9215 3400 
udiawa.com.au

UDIA SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
08 8359 3000 
udiasa.com.au

UDIA NORTHERN TERRITORY 
0457 882 793 
udiant.com.au

ABOUT UDIA
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